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Abstract This paper develops an accurate and efficient
finite elementmodel for simulating coupled transient electro-
magnetic and dynamicmechanical fields that differ widely in
the frequency ranges. This coupled modeling framework is
necessary for effectivemodeling and simulation of structures
such as antennae that are governed by multi-physics prob-
lems operating in different frequency and temporal regimes.
A key development is the wavelet transformation induced
multi-time scaling or WATMUS method that is designed to
overcome shortcomings of modeling coupled multi-physics
problems that are governed by disparate frequencies. The
WATMUS-based FE model is enhanced in this paper with a
scaled and preconditioned Newton-GMRES solver for effi-
cient solution. Results from the WATMUS-based FE model
show the accuracy and highly improved computational effi-
ciency in comparison with single time-scale methods. The
coupledFEmodel is used to solve twodifferent antenna prob-
lems with large electromagnetic to mechanical frequency
ratios. The examples considered are a monopole antenna and
a microstrip patch antenna. Comparing the electromagnetic
fields with the progression of mechanical cycles demonstrate
complex multi-physics relations in these applications.
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1 Introduction

Multifunctional structures are of increasing interest in today’s
research community because of their importance in wireless
communication, remote sensing, space exploration, defense,
and many other systems [1]. Examples of multifunctional
systems include conformal load bearing antennae, high
energy density actuators, sensors, flexible energy harvest-
ing and self-healing devices, stretchable electronics, to name
a few [2–6]. Many of these systems are governed by coupled
multi-physics phenomena and laws, making their analysis
rather complex. For example, load bearing antennae can be
subjected to both mechanical (ME) vibration fields as well
as transient electromagnetic (EM) fields, governed by differ-
ent laws of physics. The EM material properties can evolve
under large strain fields due to evolving material structure,
throughout the duration of the mechanical cycles. It becomes
necessary to solve fully coupled initial-boundary value prob-
lems (IBVP) to accommodate the effects that eachfield has on
the other. A major challenge emerges from the fact that often
the physical phenomena operate at largely disparate frequen-
cies, making their coupled analysis using the same numerical
platform quite challenging. For coupled EM-MEproblems in
antennae applications, the frequency ratio of electromagnetic
to mechanical loadings can be greater than 104. For simulat-
ing a reasonable number of mechanical cycles, this coupling
implies simulating an inordinate number of electromagnetic
cycles, which could be computationally prohibitive.

Computational electromagnetics problems are typically
solved using the finite-difference time-domain method
(FDTD) or the finite element method (FEM) [7–9]. Coupled
electro-magneto-thermal systems of heterogeneous mate-
rials, involving the absorption of electromagnetic energy,
its conversion to heat and changes in the electromagnetic
material properties has been solved in [10,11] using FDTD
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methods. Various constitutive models, addressing magneto-
mechanically coupled non-linear and hysteretic response
of ferromagnetic shape memory alloys and dissipative fer-
roelectricity have been proposed in [12–16]. A challenge
with the FDTD methods is conformity of the rectangular
grid to complex geometries, especially for fine structures
whose sizes are on the orders of a few hundredths of the
EM wavelength. The time-step should be reduced for sta-
bility of the numerical integration scheme, diminishing the
computational efficiency of the method. FEM based formu-
lations, on the other hand, can be unconditionally stable
in the time domain, i.e. the time-step size need not be
reduced with small elements [8]. Finite element analyses
of ferro-electric ceramics has been conducted in [17,18]
and an extended isogeometric model for magneto-electro-
elastic materials is developed in [19]. Adaptive goal-oriented
hp-FE methods have been developed for electromagnetic
problems with applications in dipole antenna in [20,21].
Coupled boundary element and finite element simulations
of nonlinear elastostatics problems have been conducted in
[22], where the domain surrounding the FE region ismodeled
using boundary elements. The theory of electromagnetics
in deforming media is discussed in [23–25]. Building on
this theory, a generalized framework has been developed
in [26] by coupling transient electromagnetic and dynamic
mechanical fields for predicting the evolution of electrical
and magnetic fields and their fluxes in a vibrating substrate
undergoing finite deformation. This work uses a single time-
scale time-integration scheme for integrating the temporal
domain. For high EM to ME frequency ratios, the single
time-scale integration approach poses significant challenges
due to the largely disparate time-scales. To overcome this
challenge, the authors have recently developed a wavelet
transformation basedmulti-time scaling (WATMUS)method
for accelerated time-integration of coupled finite element
analysis of dynamically vibrating media subject to high
frequency transient electromagnetic signals in [27]. The
WATMUS scheme was originally conceived for successfully
modeling fatigue problems in the context of crystal plasticity
finite element simulations in [28–30]. The wavelet transfor-
mation projects the high frequency EM response onto a low
frequency cycle-scale problem through wavelet basis func-
tions. No assumption of scale separation or periodicity is
needed with this method. Significant time-scale advantages
have been reported with this method.

This paper extends the WATMUS-based framework pro-
posed in [26,27] to simulate realistic multi-functional vibrat-
ing structures carrying high frequency electromagnetic sig-
nals. For efficient solution an iterative Krylov-type solver,
specifically the preconditioned, generalized minimal resid-
ual method (GMRES) [31] is incorporated in the solution
scheme. This paper is organized as follows. The governing
equations and finite element weak-forms, coupling transient

electromagnetic anddynamicmechanical fields are discussed
in Sects. 2. Section 3 summarizes the wavelet transformation
induced multi-time scaling or the WATMUS method with
adaptivity. The implementation of the WATMUS scheme
in the coupled FE model, along with enhancements by the
Newton-GMRES method is given in Sect. 4. Numerical
examples for two types of antennae, viz. a monopole and
a microstrip patch antenna are investigated in Sect. 5. The
paper ends with summary and conclusions in Sect. 6.

2 Finite element formulations for coupled transient
electromagnetic and dynamical fields

An integrated finite element formulation, coupling transient
electromagnetics (EM) and dynamic mechanical (ME) fields
has been developed in [26,27] for predicting the evolution of
electric and magnetic fields in a substrate undergoing finite
deformation under dynamic loading conditions. Mechani-
cal fields can influence the evolving electromagnetic fields
through changes in the geometric configuration, velocity
fields and evolving material properties of the conducting
substrate. Electromagnetically induced forces such as the
Lorentz force can in turn affect mechanical field variables.
Formany applications however, themagnitude of the Lorentz
force can be negligible in comparison with the externally
applied mechanical forces. Accordingly, in this EM-ME
framework, a one-way coupling between the two fields is
established. Only the EM variables are affected by deforma-
tion fields. A Lagrangian representation, that maps both the
EM and ME fields from spatial to reference material coor-
dinates, is implemented to provide a consistent platform for
solving the coupled initial boundary value problems [26,27].
This section summarizes the governing equations and their
finite element implementation. In this paper, scalar variables
are denoted by Roman or Greek letters, vectors by boldface
Roman letters and second-order tensors by boldface itali-
cized Roman letters. Subscripts with lowercase (i, j,...) and
uppercase variables (I,J,...) correspond to variables in the cur-
rent configuration and reference configuration respectively.
Wavelet coefficients are indexed with lowercase Roman let-
ter superscripts (i, j,...), while finite element node numbers are
denoted by Greek letter superscripts (α,β,...).

2.1 Governing equations of EM and ME fields in the
reference configuration

In the Lagrangian description, the reference configuration
Ω(t0)(= Ω0) at a time t0 is expressed in terms of thematerial
coordinates XI , I = 1, 2, 3, whereas the current config-
uration Ω(t) at time t is represented by the current spatial
coordinates xi , i = 1, 2, 3. The Cartesian components of the
displacement vector in thematerial coordinates are expressed
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as: ui (X J , t) = xi − δi J X J . The deformation gradient ten-
sor Fi J = ∂xi

∂X J
characterizes the deformation of the material

with the Jacobian J = det (Fi J ) > 0.
The equilibrium equation for finite deformation theory in

the reference configuration is expressed as:

∂Pi J
∂X J

+ ρ0bi = ρ0üi (1)

where Pi J (= ∂xi
∂XK

SK J ) are the components of the first Piola-
Kirchhoff (PK) stress tensor, ρ0 is the density in the reference
configuration and bi is the body force per unit mass. Conser-
vation of angular momentum requires the constraint relation
PFT = FPT . A hyper-elastic material is considered in this
paper with a neo-Hookean constitutive model, stated as:

SI J = J
∂X J

∂xm

∂XI

∂xn
σmn = 2

∂W

∂CI J

= λ ln J C−1
I J + μ

(
δI J − C−1

I J

)
(2)

where SI J and σi j are the components of second Piola-
Kirchhoff andCauchy stress tensors respectively, andCI J (=
∂xk
∂XI

∂xk
∂X J

) is the right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor. The
strain energy functional for the neo-Hookean material is
expressed as:

W = 1

2
λ(ln J )2 − μ ln J + 1

2
μ (CI I − 3) (3)

where λ and μ are Lamé constants.
Detailed derivation of the governing field equations for

the electromagnetic phenomena is presented in [26]. The
Maxwell’s equations in the reference configuration are writ-
ten as:

DI ,I = Qe (4a)

BJ ,J = 0 (4b)

εI J K
∂

∂X J
EK = − d

dt
BI (4c)

εI J K
∂

∂X J
HK = d

dt
DI + J cI (4d)

The nonlinear constitutive relations in the reference config-
uration for finite deformation are given as:

Electric displacement field: DI

= εJC−1
I J

[
EJ + εJ K L

(
∂XK

∂t
BL

)]
(5a)

Magnetic field strength: HJ

= 1

μ̂
J−1CMJ BM + εJ K L

∂XK

∂t

{
εJC−1

LN [EN

+ εN PQ

(
∂XP

∂t
BQ

)]}
(5b)

Current: J cI = σ JC−1
I J EJ (5c)

where the permittivity ε, permeability μ̂ and conductivity σ

arematerial constants. For efficient solution of theMaxwell’s
equations, the magnetic and electric fields have been derived
in terms of the vector potential (A) and mixed potentials
(Φ,A) in the reference configuration in [26] as:

EI = −Φ,I −∂AI

∂t
and BI = εI J K AK ,J (6)

Substituting Eqs. (6) in (4a) and (4d) results in two govern-
ing Maxwell’s equations in the reference configuration for a
deformable medium, as:

(
εJC−1

I J Ẽ J

)
,I = Qe (7a)

εI J K

(
1

μ̂J
CK LεLMN AN ,M+εK PQ

∂XP

∂t
εJC−1

QR ẼR

)
,J= dε

dt
(
JC−1

I P ẼP

)
+ ε

d

dt

(
JC−1

I P ẼP

)

+ σ JC−1
I Q

(−Φ,Q − ȦQ
)

(7b)

where Ẽ I is defined as:

Ẽ I = EI + εI J K
∂X J

∂t
BK = −Φ,I − ȦI

+ εI J K
∂X J

∂t
εKMN AN ,M (8)

The potential-based equations reduce the number of
unknowns from 6 to 4 in the finite element model. How-
ever the potentials are in general non-unique and can yield
singular tangent matrices with instabilities for certain elec-
tromagnetic fields. The non-uniqueness of the potentials is
averted by applying a Coulomb gauge condition as discussed
in [26,27], stated as AI ,I = 0.

2.2 Finite element weak forms

The finite element implementation of the initial-boundary
value problem for the coupled, transient electromagnetics-
nonlinear dynamical problem is briefly discussed in this
section (see [26,27] for details). The two sets of equations
considered for this implementation are:

– Finite deformation dynamic equilibrium equations in the
reference configuration (1);

– Transient balance equations for electromagnetic poten-
tials in the reference configuration (7a) and (7b).

The weak form of the dynamics equations (1) with the appli-
cation of the divergence theorem is of the form:
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∫

Ω0

δuiρ0üi dΩ +
∫

Ω0

δui,J Pi J dΩ

−
∫

Ω0

δuiρ0bidΩ −
∫

Γ0,T

δui Pi J NJ dΓ = 0 (9)

where δui are test functions such that δui = 0 on the surface
Γ0,u , on which the essential conditions are prescribed. Natu-
ral boundary conditions are applied on the surface Γ0,T with
normal components NJ . Displacement and traction condi-
tions on respective boundaries in the reference configuration
are:

UI = δI i ui = ŪI
0 on Γ0,T ∈ ∂Ω0 and

Ti = Pi J NJ = T̄i
0 on Γ0,T ∈ ∂Ω0 (10)

The weak form of the transient electromagnetic balance
laws is derived from Hamilton’s principle [26,27] that min-
imizes the Lagrangian, which is a function of the scalar and
vector potentials and is defined as:

L = εJ

2
C−1

J K Ẽ J ẼK − J−1

2μ̂
(CLM BL BM )

+ J cN AN − QΦ + 1

p
(AP,P )2 (11)

The gauge condition for the vector potentials is implemented
using a penalty coefficient 1

p , where p is generally of the
order of the electric permittivity ε. Setting the variation of
the Lagrangian with respect to Φ and A to zero yields:

∫

Ω0

L,Φ [δΦ]dΩ =
∫

∂Ω0

NI

(
εJC−1

I J Ẽ J δΦ
)
d∂Ω0

−
∫

Ω0

(
εJC−1

I J Ẽ J − Φ
)

δΦ,I dΩ0 = 0 (12a)

∫

Ω0

L,A [δA]dΩ0 =
∫

∂Ω0

NL(εK LMQMδAK )d∂Ω0

− 2

p

∫

∂Ω0

AR,R NK δAKd∂Ω0+
∫

Ω0

εSPRQP
∂

∂XR
δASdΩ0 −

∫

Ω0

dε

dt
JC−1

K J Ẽ J δAKdΩ0

−
∫

Ω0

ε
d

dt

(
JC−1

K J Ẽ J

)
δAKdΩ0

−
∫

Ω0

σ JC−1
K I EI δAKdΩ0

+ 2

p

∫

Ω0

AR,R δAK ,K dΩ0 = 0 (12b)

where

QM = 1

μ̂J
CMN εN I J AJ,I + εMN P

∂XN

∂t
εJC−1

PQ ẼQ (13)

δΦ and δA are test functions such that δΦ = 0 on ΓΦ and
δA = 0 on ΓA respectively. Since the potential functions are
primary variables for the EM field, the physical boundary
conditions should be transformed in terms of these variables.
Natural boundary conditions for Φ and A are prescribed on
the surface with normalN. These have been derived in detail
in [26,27]. The semi-discrete finite element equations incor-
porate discretized scalar potential Φβ and vector potentials
Aβ as independent variables.

3 Wavelet transformation induced multi-time
scaling (WATMUS) method for coupling the
EM-ME field solutions

The coupled EM-ME problem requires concurrent solution
in the time domain, i.e. in each time increment of the time
integration scheme. However, when the frequency of the EM
signals is quite large in comparison with that of the mechan-
ical vibrations, e.g. ωem

ωme
≥ 105, it is difficult to solve for

electromagnetic field variables corresponding to a large num-
ber ofmechanical cycles using a single time-scale integration
method, since a large number of EM cycles are temporally
included in each ME cycle. The integration time steps are
generally based on the high frequency EM signals, and hence
only a small number ofME cycles can be simulated. To over-
come this challenge a wavelet transformation-induced multi-
time scaling (WATMUS)method has been developed in [27].
InWATMUS, the high frequencyEM response is projected to
the low frequency ME fields for solving the semi-discretized
system of equations. The single time-scale t is decomposed
into a coarse cycle-scale N and a fine time-scale τ as:

t = NT + τ (14)

where N represents EM cycles with time-period T , which
corresponds to a low resolution coarse time-scale, with fre-
quencies similar to that of the mechanical vibrations ωme.
τ represents the high resolution, fine time-scale that corre-
sponds to the high frequency oscillations of the EM fields.
Figure 1 displays the different frequencies of the EM andME
problems for a monopole antenna, simulated in Sect. 5.1. For
these simulations, convergence in the Newton–Raphson iter-
ative scheme is achieved for a time step of Δt = 0.02Tme

with a tolerance of 10−3. This corresponds to 50 time steps
in each time-period of the mechanical loading cycle. Thus,
the maximum allowable EM cycles traversed in each incre-
ment of the mechanical time integration is taken to be
ΔNmax = ωem

50ωme
.

Let the EM potentials in Eqs. (12a) and (12b) at a nodal
point β in the reference coordinate system be lumped as a
single variable termed as {Zβ

I (X, t)}, i.e.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Evolution of the electric potential in simulations of a 3D
monopole antenna with time-dependent material properties for 100
mechanical cycles with ωme = 2 × 103π (rad/s) and ωem = 2 ×

107π (rad/s): a Φ(V ) and bmaximum amplitude Φh−max as functions
of time. Inset shows a magnified view. The problem is discussed in
Sect. 5.1

{
Zβ
I (X, t)

}
=

{
Φβ(X, t)

Aβ
I (X, t)

}

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Φβ
(
CI J (X, t), J (X, t), Aα

I (X, t), Ȧα
I (X, t), t

)

Aβ
I

(
CI J (X, t), J (X, t),Φα(X, t), Φ̇α(X, t),

Ȧβ
I (X, t), Äβ

I (X, t), t
)

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭
(15)

In the WATMUS representation, the above EM functions
have a dual time-scale representation in terms of the fine
time-scale τ and the EM cycle scale N as:

{
Zβ
I (X, N , τ )

}
=

{
Φβ(X, N , τ )

Aβ
I (X, N , τ )

}

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Φβ
(
CI J (X, t), J (X, t), Aα

I (X, N , τ ),

Ȧα
I (X, N , τ ), N , τ

)

Aβ
I (CI J (X, t), J (X, t),Φα(X, N , τ ),

Φ̇α(X, N , τ ), Ȧα
I (X, N , τ ), Äβ

I (X, N , τ ), N , τ
)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(16)

The WATMUS method invokes a transformation of the
first and second time derivatives of the EM potentials,
i.e. {Φ̇β(N , τ ), Φ̈β(N , τ ), Ȧβ

I (N , τ ), Äβ
I (N , τ )} in terms of

the orthogonal, multi-resolution, wavelet basis functions
for decoupling the fine-scale response from the cycle-scale
response. Detailed description of the properties of wavelet
basis functions are discussed in [27–30,32,33]. Let the first
and second time derivatives of the variable {Zβ

I (X, N , τ )}
be lumped as a single variable termed as {Ẏ β

I (X, N , τ )} =
{Żβ

I (X, N , τ ), Z̈β
I (X, N , τ )}. The variable {Ẏ β

I (X, N , τ )} is
expressed as a series expansion in terms of fine time-scale
wavelet basis functions as:

Ẏ β
I (X, t) ≡ Ẏ β

I (X, N , τ )

=
n∑

k=1

Cβk
I (X, N )ψk(τ ) ∀ τ ∈

[
N∑
i=1

Ti ,
N+1∑
i=1

Ti

]
(17)

where Ti corresponds to the i − th time period of the
EM cycles and ψk(τ ) represents the k−th multi-resolution
wavelet basis function at a fine time τ . The corresponding
cycle-scale dependent discrete wavelet coefficients
Cβk
I (X, N ) are obtained by orthogonality of the wavelet

bases as:

Cβk
I (X, N )

= 1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

Ẏ β
I (X, N , τ )ψk(τ )dτ ∀ k = 1, . . . , n

(18)

Cβk
I (X, N ) are the cycle-scale wavelet coefficients of EM

state variables ẎI (X, N , τ ), T is the time period of the EM
signal and n is the number of wavelet basis functions in the
expansion. The transformed equations can then be integrated
using incremental methods in the coarse time scale N .

3.1 Transformation from fine time-scale to coarse
time-scale variables

The WATMUS model implements the Daubechies-8 basis
functions [32] for wavelet transformation. The discrete
wavelet transformation of Eq. (18) can be written as vectors
using a matrix operation:

Cβk
I (X, N ) =

n∑
l=1

Tkl(τ ) Ẏ βl
I (X, N , τ ) ∀ k, l = 1, . . . , n

(19)
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where subscripts k, l represent the number of wavelet coef-
ficients and the number of discretized fine time scale points
respectively and Tkl = T−1

lk is an orthonormal wavelet trans-
formation matrix created from low pass and high pass filters
[27,28,30,34]. For non-evolving coefficients, a reduced set
of discrete wavelet coefficients can be filtered from the orig-
inal set as:

C̃βk
I (X, N ) =

n∑
l=1

T̃kl(τ ) Ẏ βl
I (X, N , τ )

∀ k = 1, . . . , nwav and l = 1, . . . , n

(20)

where nwav is the total number of wavelet coefficients. T̃i j is
the reduced wavelet transformation matrix constructed from
the matrix Ti j in Eq. (19) by removing rows associated with
non-evolving coefficients. For a properly chosen family of
wavelet basis functions corresponding to a given signal, the
representation in Eq. (20) using a rectangular transformation
matrix T̃ can significantly reduce the computational require-
ments for the fine time-scale decomposition and reconstruc-
tion to a predefined wavelet resolution. C̃βk

I (X, N ) are non-
zero wavelet coefficients of the state variables ẎI (X, N , τ ).
By substituting Eq. (20) into Eqs. (12a) and (12b), the evo-
lution of potential vector {Ẏ β

I (X, N , τ )} is expressed as:

Ẏ β
I (X, N , τ ) = Fβ

(
Y β
I (X, N , τ ),Cβk

I (X, N ), N , τ
)

(21)

With known coarse time scale initial conditions of the state
variable 0Y β

I (X, N ) = Y β
I (X, N , 0) at a node β, the cycle-

scale electromagnetic responses is obtained by integration in
the fine time-scale (τ ∈ 0, T ) as:

Y β
I (X, N , τ ) − 0Y β

I (X, N )

=
τ∫

0

Ẏ β
I (X, N , τ ′)dτ ′

=
τ∫

0

Fβ
(
Y β
I (X, N , τ ′),Cβk

I (X, N ), N , τ ′)dτ ′ (22)

3.2 Cycle scale evolution equations

In a backward Euler type integration scheme, the cycle-scale
evolution of the initial variables 0Y β

I (X, N ) is determined by
integrating over one EM cycle in Eqs. (12a) and (12b) as:

d0Y β
I

dN
(X, N ) = Y β

I (X, N , T ) − 0Y β
I (X, N )

=
T∫

0

Fβ
(
Y β
I (X, N , τ ),Cβk

I (X, N ), N , τ
)
dτ

(23)

Integrating Eq. (23) by an implicit two-step, second-order
backward difference formula, yields a residual at the N−th
cycle as:

0Rβ
I (X, N ) = α1

0Y β
I (X, N ) − α2

0Y β
I (X, N − ΔN )

+ α3
0Y β

I (X, N − ΔN − ΔNp)

− ∂0Y β
I

∂N
(X, N )ΔN = 0 (24)

where

α1 = (r + 1)2 − 1

(r + 1)2 − (r + 1)
, α2 = (r + 1)2

(r + 1)2 − (r + 1)

α3 = 1

(r + 1)2 − (r + 1)
and

r = ΔNp

ΔN
(25)

Here ΔN and ΔNp are cycle steps (jumps) for the present
and previous increments. The step sizes in Eq. (24) and (9)
should be adaptively chosen to guarantee stability of solution
of the coupled system of equations, discussed next.

3.3 Adaptivity in the WATMUS method

The accuracy and efficiency of the WATMUS method
depends on two sets of parameters, viz. (i) the number of
evolving wavelet coefficients C̃βk

I in Eq. (20) (and corre-
spondingly the wavelet basis functions), and (ii) the coarse
time step ΔN or the number of electromagnetic cycles tra-
versed in each increment of the coarse time-scale integration.
The first set of parameters depends on the chosen wavelet
family and the nature of the fine time-scale electromagnetic
fields. The second set is related to the truncation error in the
coarse-scale time integration scheme. Criteria for adaptive
augmentation of theWATMUSmethod have been developed
for crystal plasticityfinite elementmethod and coupledmulti-
physics problems in [28–30] and [27] respectively.

3.3.1 Adaptive selection of evolving wavelet coefficients

The wavelet transformation of nodal variables, increases the
nodal degrees of freedom in the FE model by a factor of
the number of coefficients nwav . For high efficiency, an
optimal number of wavelet basis functions nwav is desir-
able. At a given resolution, the complete set of wavelet
coefficients for a state variable Ẏ β

I is expressed as II ={
Cβk
I |k = 1, . . . , n

}
. This set can be divided into a subset

Ievol
I that evolves with time and a complementary subset

Inon−evol
I consistingof non-evolvingor dormant coefficients,

i.e. II = Ievol
I

⋃ Inon−evol
I . Only the set of evolving coef-

ficients Ievol
I , that controls stability and accuracy of the
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solution, are solved in Eq. (22). In the adaptive criterion, the
set of evolving coefficients in each increment of the cycle-
scale problem is selected based on the criterion:

Ievol
I =

{
Cβ k
I |Cβ k+1

I − 2Cβ k
I + Cβ k−1

I

> ηCβ k
I,tol , k = 1 . . . nwav

}
=

{
C̃β k
I , k = 1 . . . nevol

}

(26)

where η is a tolerance and nevol is the number of evolving
wavelet coefficients. The maximum value of all coefficients
at a given resolution is:

Cβ k
I,tol = max

2(log2k)<l<2(log2k)+1

(
Cβ l+1
I − 2Cβ l

I + Cβ l−1
I

)

(27)

The evolution of the state variable Ẏ β
I over an electro-

magnetic cycle is related to the complete set of wavelet
coefficients through the relation

Ẏ β
I (X, N , τ j ) =

n∑
k=1

Tkj (τ )Cβk
I (X, N ) j = 1, . . . , n

=
∑

Cβk
I ∈Ievol

I

Tk j (τ )Cβk
I (X, N )

+
∑

Cβk
I ∈II−Ievol

I

Tk j (τ )Cβk
I (X, N )

= T̃
T
(τ j )C̃

β
I (X, N ) + Ẏ β add

I (X, N , τ j )

(28)

The matrix T̃ is the reduced orthogonal wavelet transforma-
tion matrix in Eq. (20) which is constructed from the matrix
T by removing the rows associated with the non-evolving
coefficients. The non-evolving coefficients remain constant
during the cycle-scale representation and are denoted by
Ẏ β add
I (X, N , τ j ). The solution to Eq. (22) is enhanced by

adding these coefficients.

3.3.2 Adaptive cycle increment selection in the time
integration scheme

An implicit second order, two-step backward difference
method is used for the cycle-scale integration of the wavelet-
transformed equations. An adaptive cycle-step control crite-
rion for cycle-scale integration is developed following steps
in [28,29]. It determines the optimal number of cycles ΔN
that can be traversed in each increment of the integration
scheme. The optimal step-size is controlled by the trunca-
tion error in the residual Eq. (24). For the two-step backward
difference scheme with a fixed incrementΔN , the truncation
error is derived from the truncation of higher order terms in

the Taylor series expansion of any cycle-scale state variable
0Y β

I (X, N ), expressed as:

δ0Y β
I = 1

6

∣∣∣∣∣
∂3 0Y β

I

∂N 3

(r + 1)2 − (r + 1)3

(r + 1)2 − 1

∣∣∣∣∣ΔN 3 (29)

where r = ΔNp
ΔN is the ratio of the previous to the current

step size as defined in Eq. (25). This truncation error leads to
the error in the residual δ0RI of the cycle scale equilibrium
equations, given as:

δ0RI = δ0RI err
ΔN 3

6

(
(r + 1)2 − (r + 1)3

(r + 1)2 − 1

)
where

(30a)

δ0RI err = (α1 + ΔN )
d3 0YI

dN 3

− ΔN
n∏

i=1

[
1 −

[
∂Fi

I

∂Y i
J

]
Δτ

]−1
d3 0YJ

dN 3 (30b)

α1 is defined in Eq. (25) and the residual 0RI is defined in Eq.
(24). For the error to be bounded by a prescribed tolerance
η, the maximum allowable cycle step ΔN is determined to
be:

ΔN ≤ min

(
6η0RI

f δ0RI err

) 1
3

where

f = (r + 1)2 − (r + 1)3

(r + 1)2 − 1
(31)

4 Implementation of the WATMUS solution
algorithm

TheWATMUSalgorithm for simulating the coupled dynamic
mechanical and transient electromagnetic fields involves
solving three sets of equations associatedwith different time-
scales, given as:

1. Time-scale solution (tme) of the finite deformation
dynamic equilibrium equations in Eq. (9). For the mec-
hanical problem there is a single time-scale, i.e. t = tme,
which corresponds to the coarse EM cycle scale N .

2. Fine time-scale (tem) solution of the transient electro-
magnetic balance equations (12).

3. Coarse time-scale (EM cycle scale N ) solution of the
evolution of potential vector {0Y β

I (X, N )} in equations
(24).
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4.1 The mechanical problem

The mechanical problem is solved by minimizing the resid-
uals obtained from the discretized form of the temporally
semi-discrete dynamic finite element equation (9), written
as:

Rα
i (t) =

∑
e

∫

Ω0,e

Qαρ0Q
β üβ

i dΩ +
∑
e

∫

Ω0,e

∂Qα

∂X J
Pi J dΩ

−
∑
e

∫

Ω0,e

Qαρ0bidΩ

−
∑
Γ0,T

∫

Γ0

QαPi J NJ dΓ = 0 (32)

where Qα(X) is the polynomial shape functions in a refer-
ence configuration (X) element e for which α, β correspond
to the element node numbers. The discretized equation (32),
together with the boundary conditions (10) are sufficient for
solving the deformation fields since the effect of EM fields is
assumed to be negligible. In an incremental solution process
involving discrete time steps t, t + Δt, . . ., the dynamic
equation (32) is solved for evolving nodal displacements
uβ
i (t + Δt) using the unconditionally stable Newmark-beta

time integration scheme [35]. To account for geometric and
material nonlinearities, a Newton–Raphson iterative solution
is invoked at each time step t + Δt , with the following steps
for the p−th iteration step:

uβ
j (t + Δt)

∣∣∣
p+1

= uβ
j (t) + Δuβ

j (t + Δt)
∣∣∣
p

+ ũβ
j (t + Δt)

∣∣∣
p+1

= uβ
j (t + Δt)

∣∣∣
p

+ ũβ
j (t + Δt)

∣∣∣
p+1

ũβ
j (t + Δt)

∣∣∣
p+1

= −
[

∂Rα
i (t + Δt)

∂uβ
j (t + Δt)

∣∣∣
p

]−1

Rα
i (t + Δt)

∣∣∣
p

(33)

For a tolerance set to 10−3, convergence in the iterative
scheme is achieved for Δtme

Tme
= 0.02 i.e. 50 time steps per

mechanical loading period.

4.2 Fine-scale problem for coarse-scale transformation

The EM problem is solved using theWATMUS scheme with
input on the deformation andvelocity fields from themechan-
ical problem. A schematic representation of the WATMUS
scheme with the fine and coarse time-scale problems and
solutions is illustrated in Fig. 2. The initial conditions of the
EM potentials and their first time derivative {0Y β

I (X, N )} in

Cycle(N)

Y 
(N

,τ
)

I

∆NP ∆N

Fine time scale response 
(solution in τ scale)

Coarse time scale response 
(solution in N scale)

Y (N-∆N-∆N  )P
0 Y (N-∆N)0

Y (N)0

NN-∆NN-∆N-∆NP N+1

I

I I

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the WATMUS methodology for
solving the multi-time scale problem with the corresponding fine and
coarse time-scale responses

Eq. (24) for the cycle-scale integration from N → N + ΔN
are obtained by fine time (τ )-scale analysis over one period
of the EM cycle, i.e. N → N + 1 in Fig. 2. The backward
Euler scheme [35] is used to perform fine scale integration
of Eq. (12) with discrete time steps Δτ in the time interval
(t ∈ [∑N

i=1 Ti ,
∑N+1

i=1 Ti ]). In addition to this, the starting
procedure for the WATMUS model requires fine time-scale
simulations for the first few EM cycles to obtain initial con-
ditions for the cycle-scale problem.

To retrieve the wavelet coefficients Cβk
I (X, N ) from fine-

time scale analysis, the residuals in the RHS of Eq. (12) are
multiplied by the wavelet basis functions ψk(τ ) and inte-
grated over one cycle as follows:

Rβk
Φ (N ) = 1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

Rβ
Φ(N , τ )ψk(τ )dτ

=
∑
e

∫

∂Ω0,e

1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

NI

(
εJC−1

I J Ẽ J δΦ
)

ψk(τ )dτd∂Ω

−
∑
e

∫

Ω0,e

1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

(
εJC−1

I J Ẽ J −Φ
)

δΦ,I ψk(τ )dτdΩ =0

(34a)

Rβk
A (N ) = 1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

Rβ
A(N , τ )ψk(τ )dτ

=
∑
e

∫

∂Ω0,e

1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

NL

(
εK LM QMδAK

)
ψk(τ )dτd∂Ω
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− 2

p

∑
e

∫

∂Ω0,e

1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

AR,R NK δAKψk(τ )dτd∂Ω

+
∑
e

∫

Ω0,e

1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

εSPRQP
∂

∂XR
δASψk(τ )dτdΩ

−
∑
e

∫

Ω0,e

1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

dε

dτ
JC−1

K J Ẽ J δAKψk(τ )dτdΩ

−
∑
e

∫

Ω0,e

1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

ε
d

dτ

(
JC−1

K J Ẽ J

)
δAKψk(τ )dτdΩ

−
∑
e

∫

Ω0,e

1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

σ JC−1
K I EI δAKψk(τ )dτdΩ

+ 2

p

∑
e

∫

Ω0,e

1

T

∑N+1
i=1 Ti∫

∑N
i=1 Ti

AR,R δAK ,K ψk(τ )dτdΩ = 0

(34b)

TheNewton–Raphson iterationmethod is applied to Eq. (34)
with the residual vector {Rβk

I } = {Rβk
Φ , Rβk

A } to solve for the
discrete wavelet coefficients of EM potentials C̃βk

I (X, N ).
These are obtained by wavelet transformation equations
(18) and (20) for different segments with different maxi-
mum resolutions. The total set of coefficients, utilizing the
Daubechies-8 basis functions [33], is II = ⋃

j=1,Nseg
I j
I,seg .

For the p + 1 iteration step, the Newton–Raphson process
involves solving the equation

C̃βk
J (X, N )

∣∣∣
p+1

= C̃βk
J (X, N )

∣∣∣
p

+ ΔC̃βk
J (X, N )

∣∣∣
p

= C̃βk
J (X, N )

∣∣∣
p

−
[

∂Rα j
I (C̃)

∂C̃βk
J

]−1

p

Rα j
I

∣∣∣
p

(35)

where Jαβik
I J (C̃) = ∂Rαi

I (C̃)

∂C̃βk
J

is the Jacobian matrix and

i = 1, . . . , nwav .

4.2.1 Preconditioned Jacobian-free Newton-GMRES solver

The number of equations to be solved in every iteration
step of Eq. (35) for nwav wavelet coefficients Cβk

I (X, N ), is
nwav ×ndof , where ndof is twice the number of EMpotential
degrees of freedom. This causes an increase in the stiffness
matrix by a factor of n2wav , which could be computationally
exorbitant with standard solvers. For an efficient solution

process, a scaled and preconditioned Jacobian-Free Newton-
GMRES solver [36,37] is implemented. Instead of explicitly
computing the Jacobian matrix in each iteration step, the
action of the Jacobian on the residual vector is performed at
various GMRES iterations using a finite difference approxi-
mation [31,38,39].

The nonlinearKrylov solver scales and preconditions both
the residual RI and the wavelet coefficients C̃J through the
use of two diagonal scaling matrices RDI J and C DI J with
positive diagonal entries. For the iteration step p, the cor-
responding scaled and preconditioned version of Eq. (35) is
given as:

(
ĴI L

∣∣∣
p
P−1
LM

)(
PMJΔ

˜̂CJ

∣∣∣
p

)
= −R̂I

∣∣∣
p

(36)

where

R̂I = R̂I (
˜̂C) = RDI J RJ

(
CD−1 ˜̂C

)
(37a)

ĴI J (
˜̂C) = ∂ R̂I (

˜̂C)

∂
˜̂CJ

= RDI L JLK
(
CD−1 ˜̂C

)
C D−1

K J (37b)

where ˜̂CI = C DI J C̃J and PLM is preconditioning matrix.
Equation (36) is solved iteratively using the nonlinear

Newton-GMRES algorithm. The approximate update to the
p-th Newton iteration corresponding to the m-th GMRES
iteration in the wavelet coefficients yields the direction

Δ
˜̂CJ

∣∣∣
m

p
= Δ

˜̂CJ

∣∣∣
0

p
+ P−1

J K
RD−1

K L ṼLM

∣∣∣
m

p
ŷM

∣∣∣
m

p
(38)

whereΔ
˜̂CJ |0p is the initial guess. Ṽ|mp = [1ṽ, 2ṽ, . . . , m ṽ]|p

is the matrix in the Krylov subspace Km whose columns are
orthonormal Krylov vectors j ṽ|p where j = 1, . . . ,m. The
vector ŷ|mp is the solution of a order m × (m + 1) minimiza-
tion problem [31]. The j + 1-th Krylov vectors j+1ṽ are
calculated recursively by performing matrix-vector products
involving the Jacobian matrix and the previous scaled and
preconditioned GMRES vector according to the following
relation

j+1ṽI =
(
J̃I J j ṽJ

)
− ∑ j

i=1 h̃i j
j ṽI∣∣∣

∣∣∣
(
J̃K L

j ṽL

)
− ∑ j

i=1 h̃i j
i ṽK

∣∣∣
∣∣∣
2

(39)

where the nonzero components of h̃i j in Eq. (39) are defined
for 1 ≤ i ≤ j + 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ m only [31]. Since the

Jacobian matrix J̃
∣∣∣
p
is not explicitly computed, the matrix-

vector product in Eq. (39) is performed using the following
finite difference approximation [31,38,39]
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J̃I J
∣∣∣
p
(C̃) j ṽJ

∣∣∣
p

≈
R̃I

∣∣∣
p

(
C̃ + εp

j ṽ
)

− R̃I

∣∣∣
p
(C̃)

εp
(40)

where εp is an assigned small number. The wavelet coef-

ficients C̃J |p+1 are computed once the optimal Δ
˜̂CJ |mp is

obtained from Eq. (38) as C̃J |p+1 = C̃J |p +C D−1
J KΔ

˜̂CK |mp .

4.2.2 Performance of the parallel preconditioned
Jacobian-free Newton-GMRES method

The convergence and scalability of the Newton-GMRES
method for solving thefine time-scale problem is investigated
on the Homewood High Performance Compute Cluster [40].
First, scaling studies on a 13,127 FE mesh for the monopole
antenna example discussed in Sect. 5.1 is conducted. The
problem is done using additional nodes that correspond to
smaller partitions of the domain, but the number of cores
per partition is kept fixed. This increases the total number of
cores available for the solution. The fine time-scale equations
(36) are integrated at discrete EM cycles and the solution is
obtained using the Newton-GMRES method. The Newton
iterations are terminated for the conditions:

(i) Relative residual norm:
‖R̂αk

I |p+1‖2
‖R̂αk

I |p‖2 ≤ 10−8,

(ii) Absolute residual norm: ‖ R̂αk
I |p+1 ‖2 ≤ 10−20,

(iii) Relative solution increment:
‖Δ ˜̂Cβk

J |p+1‖2
‖Δ ˜̂Cβk

J |p‖2
≤ 10−20.

The results of the Newton-GMRES method in solving
N = 6 × 104 EM cycles (corresponding to the first ME
cycle) with 64 wavelet coefficients are compared with that
using a Block Jacobi solver in Table 1. It shows that the
Newton-GMRESsolver is faster than theBlock-Jacobi solver
in general. For small number of cores, the Newton-GMRES

Table 1 Comparison of Newton-GMRES method vs Block Jacobi for
solving the fine time-scale problem with 64 wavelet coefficients for the
monopole antenna problem; n is the number of compute nodes and p is
the number of cores per compute node.CPU[s] represents the simulation
wall time in seconds

Processors Newton-GMRES Block-Jacobi
n p n × p CPU (s) CPU (s)

8 8 64 2358.38 3409.73

16 8 128 926.45 2250.42

32 8 256 587.15 1468.60

64 8 512 360.04 946.52

128 8 1024 240.72 650.76

solver is 1.44 times faster than the Block-Jacobi method. As
the number of compute nodes increases, the pre-conditioning
results in a speedup of 2.71. The Newton-GMRES method
in comparison requires 50% less memory allocation than the
Block-Jacobi solver with the CPU time requirement reduced
by 2–3. Fig. 3a shows the convergence study of the GMRES
algorithm with and without preconditioning, where the L2
norm of the relative residual in Eq. (37a) is plotted as a
function of the number of iterations for convergence. The
preconditioning leads to drastically less number of iterations
with significant CPU time savings. A speedup measure is
defined as the relative time to solve the system of equations
with the Newton-GMRES method compared to that of the
Block Jacobi solver. The speedup for all EM calculations
in 1 ME cycle is demonstrated in Fig. 3b. Preconditioning
leads to a 1.35–15.42 times speedup with an average of 8.73,
whereas the average speedupwithout preconditioning is 5.19.

4.3 Coarse time (cycle)-scale integration algorithm

The residual in Eq. (24) integrates cycle-scale equations
for the evolution of coarse-scale variables {Y β

I (N )} =
{Φβ(N ), Φ̇β(N ), Aβ

I (N ), Ȧβ
I (N )} using the implicit, two-

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 a Convergence study of the GMRES algorithm, and b speedup in the solution time without and with preconditioning
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step second order backward difference time integration
scheme. For integrating the coarse scale variables 0Y β

I (X, N )

in each cycle step, it requires values of the potential vector
0Y β

I (X, N −ΔN −ΔNP ) and 0Y β
I (X, N −ΔN ), as well as

the slope
0Y β

I (N )

dN = Y β
I (X, N , T ) − 0Y β

I (X, N ).

Once 0Y β
I (X, N ) in the N scale is obtained, the fine time

scale problem (34) is integrated in the τ scale to obtain
the corresponding wavelet coefficients of the EM potentials

C̃βk
I (X, N )

∣∣∣
p
and the coarse scale variableY β

I (X, N , T ). The

combination of the coarse time-scale equation and the under-
lying fine time-scale evolution results provides a consistent
framework to perform coarse scale integration. A schematic
representation of the fine time-scale and coarse time-scale
problems with their corresponding responses is illustrated
in Fig. 2. Numerical values of the cycle-scale rate equations
are determined from the underlying fine time-scale evolution
equation (22). A forward difference formula is applied for the

cycle-scale rate equations
∂0Y β

I (X,N )

∂N , as given in Eq. (23).
Although this difference method is first-order accurate with
O(ΔN ) error, it is found to have comparable accuracy
with other higher order methods with significantly higher
computational efficiency in the context of the WATMUS
model.

Combining equations (23) and (24), the residual and Jaco-
bian for the difference approximation of the cycle-scale rate
equations reduce to:

0Rα
I (X, N ) = (α1 + ΔN )0Y α

I (X, N )−ΔNY α
I (X, N , T )

− α2
0Y α

I (X, N − ΔN )

+ α3
0Y α

I (X, N − ΔN − ΔNp) (41a)

∂0Rα
I (X, N )

∂0Y β
J (X, N )

= (α1 + ΔN )I αβ
I J − ΔN

∂Y α
I (X, N , T )

∂0Y β
J (X, N )

(41b)

The Jacobianmatrix
∂Rα

I (X,N ,T )

∂0Y β
J (X,N )

in Eq. (41b) requires deriva-

tives that directly follow from applying the τ scale response
variation in Eq. (21) recursively from the first increment
beginning at τ = 0 to the increments ending at τ = T
through the backward Euler scheme. For example I J − th
component of this matrix can be obtained as:

∂0Y i
I (X, N + 1)

∂0Y j
J (X, N )

=
n∏

k=1

[
1 −

[
∂Fi

I

∂Y j
J

]
(X, N , τk)Δτ

]−1

(42)

where n is the number of discretization points in the fine
time scale response function. Evaluating the tangent stiff-
ness matrix in Eq. (41b) requires global factorization at

discrete time points within electromagnetic cycles, followed
by multiplication over the time points. This calculation is
computationally exhaustive for the Newton–Raphson itera-
tion. Instead, a quasi-Newton method with Broyden update
[35] that has a super-linear convergence rate, is efficiently
used for the stiffness matrix.

A flowchart of the adaptive WATMUS algorithm with
Jacobian-Free Newton-GMRES algorithm in the fine time-
scale problem and quasi-Newton update in the cycle-scale
problem is shown in Fig. 4.

5 Numerical examples on antenna undergoing
finite dynamic deformation

The WATMUS-based coupled finite element model and
code is next used for simulating two problems involving
antenna subject to electromagnetic excitations, along with
mechanical vibrations. Typically the frequencyof the electro-
magnetic fields is quite high in comparison with that of the
dynamic oscillations. Two types of antennae are considered
for the simulations, viz. (i) a monopole antenna and (ii) a
micro-strip patch antenna.

5.1 Monopole antenna with split ring resonators

This example simulates the evolution of time-dependent elec-
tromagnetic fields due to alternating current in a monopole
antenna structure undergoing transverse vibrations. A
monopole antenna is a radio antenna consisting of a con-
ducting rod that is oriented perpendicular to a grounded
conductive circular disc, often called a finite ground plane,
and coaxially-fed through it [41]. A complementary split ring
resonator (CSRR) element is introduced in the finite ground
disk and is integrated with the antenna. The center conductor
is extended above the disc to form the monopole.

Figure 5a–c respectively show the dimensions, top and
bottom views of the antenna that is simulated in this study.
The dimensions in Fig. 5a are R1 = 2 cm, R2 = 9 cm, L =
2.5 cm, W = 2 cm, h1 = 3.4 cm, h2 = 3mm and t =
3mm. The radius of monopole and the coaxfeed are 1mm
and 2mm respectively. It is fixed at four points of the bottom
disk X ζ = [(±1 cm, 0, 0), (0,±1 cm, 0)] and the magnetic
induction field is zero on top of monopole surface.

The antenna is assumed to be made of copper with
known mechanical properties. For the elastic model in
Sect. 2.1, the material properties are λ = 87.572 GPa,
μ = 45.113 GPa and ρ = 8960 Kg/m3 respectively.
The electromagnetic material properties in Sect. 2.1 are
assumed to be time-dependent of the form: [ε, μ̂, σ ] =
[ε0, μ̂0, σ0]

(
1+αem

(
1−

(
exp( t

tm
)
)βem

))
, where ε0, μ̂0 and
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Solve the Dynamic Mechanical 
Problem in Finite Strains for Cycle N

?

Solve the fine time scale problem
GMRES update:

Newton update:

Integrate state variable at and compute the residual vector and Jacobian
Assemble global scaled residual vector and Jacobian using PETSc

D

Add non-evolving wavelet coeff.

?

Solve the coarse time scale problem
Form Jacobian and residual for 
Quasi-Newton update (Bad Broyden):
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and preconditioned Jacobian-Free Newton-
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Fig. 4 Flowchart of the solution scheme for the coupled ME-EM finite element model (reference points B and C are illustrated in [27])
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Fig. 5 The finite element model of the monopole antenna vibrating due to the action of pressure field in x- direction with injected current in z-
direction. The figure shows a geometry with dimensions, b top view and c bottom view

σ0 are material constants representing permittivity, perme-
ability and conductivity at t = 0. For copper these are given
as: ε0 = 1.60261 × 10−10 F/m, μ̂0 = 1.2566 × 10−6 H/m

and σ0 = 5.814 × 107 S/m. Similar relations have been
used in [42] for electrical properties of nano-composite
materials.
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For the mechanical problem, the boundary and initial con-
ditions are given as:

– DisplacementsU(Xζ , t)=0, whereXζ =[(±1 cm, 0, 0),
(0,±1 cm, 0)].

– The transverse pressure field along the X direction is
applied on the surface S1, i.e. PX (X, t) = p0 sin(ωmet)
on the surface S1. Two cases are considered for the pres-
sure amplitude, viz

(i) p0 = 2 × 106, and

(ii) p0 = 2× 106
(
1+ αme

(
1−

(
exp( t

tm
)
)βme

))
, with

αme = 10, βme = −1.5 and tm = 10s.

– Initial conditions are: U(X, 0) = U̇(X, 0) = 0.

For the electromagnetic problem, the boundary and initial
conditions are given as:

– Dirichlet boundary condition is chosen for the magnetic
induction field as: [BX , BY , BZ ](X, t) = 0 on surface
S1. This corresponds to zero electromagnetic potentials
on S1 surface, i.e. [Φ, AX , AY , AZ ](X, t) = 0 on surface
S1.

– Neumann boundary condition is imposed as the electrical
current Jz(t) = J0 sin(ωemt) perpendicular to the coax-
feed surface S2, with an amplitude J0 = 100 A.

– Initial conditions are Φ(X, 0) = 0 and A(X, 0) =
Ȧ(X, 0) = 0 ∀X ∈ Ω0.

The angular electromagnetic frequency is ωem = 2 ×
107π (rad/s), while the angular mechanical frequency is
ωme = 2 × 103π (rad/s). This corresponds to a frequency
ratio ωem

ωme
= Tme

Tem
= 104, where Tme and Tem are the respective

time periods.
The finite element code is parallelized using available

libraries. TheParMETIS library [43] is utilized to decompose
the computational domain and distribute them to multiple
processors. The Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific
Computation or PETSc library [44], which is a Message
Passing Interface (MPI) based library, is employed for code
parallelization. Both the mechanical and electromagnetic
problems are solved with the same finite element mesh of
eight-noded hexahedral elements. The high intensity elec-
tric current in the bottom of the monopole, undergoing large
transverse deformations at the top, leads to large spatial gra-
dients of the EM fields in the monopole. The gradients are
lower in the inner and outer ground disks. The mesh is radi-
ally refined from the outer disk to the monopole, with 7, 12
and 9 elements in radial direction in the outer disk, CSRR
element and inner disk (outside the monopole) respectively,
to 10 elements in the monopole. The disk and monopole
are discretized into 3 and 50 elements respectively along the

thickness and height. The total number of elements in the
antenna is 13,127.

5.1.1 Validation of WATMUS results with single-time scale
simulations

The EM results with the WATMUS-based simulations are
compared with single time scale simulations (reference solu-
tion) over 1 mechanical cycle. The single time scale scheme
utilizes the backward Euler method for integrating the EM
fields. The maximum allowable step increment in the WAT-
MUS method is chosen as ΔNmax = 400, i.e. 400 EM
cycles. A tolerance of η = 10−2 is used in prediction of
the next increment step sizes. The reference EM solution
for comparison is taken to be the initial value of each EM
cycle in the single time-scale simulations. Results of the
maximum z− component electric field eh−max

z at a point
(x = 0, y = 0, z = 22.3)mm are plotted as functions of
the mechanical cycle, for the case with evolving pressure
amplitude and time dependent material in Fig. 6a. Excel-
lent agreement is seen between the WATMUS and single
time-scale results. Two error measures are also considered.
The first error compares the absolute value of the difference
between the cycle-scale state variables 0Y β

I (N ) by the WAT-
MUS and single time-scale integration methods, i.e.

0erβ
I (N ) =

∣∣∣0Y β
I (N ) − 0Y β

I (re f )(N )

∣∣∣
∣∣∣0Y β

I (re f )(N )

∣∣∣
(43)

where, the subscript re f corresponds to the single time-scale
solution at the end of each EM cycle. The second is a least-
squares error of the difference in the fine time-scale state
variables YI (N , τ ) by the WATMUS and single time-scale
integration schemes, defined as:

erβ
I (N ) =

[
n∑

i=1

(
Y β
I (N , τi ) − Y β

I (re f )(N , τi )
)2]1/2

[
n∑

i=1

(
Y β

I (re f )(N , τi )
)2]1/2 (44)

The cycle-scale error in Eq. (43) for all the three components
is illustrated in Fig. 6b. Satisfactory accuracy and conver-
gence is achieved with the WATMUS method.

Figure 7a shows the comparison of the fine time-scale
solution ez(N , τ ) at N = 5000 EM cycles, reconstructed
from the cycle-scale WATMUS solutions for 64 wavelet
coefficients with the single time scale solution. The fine time-
scale percentage error based on Eq. (44) for all the three
components of electric field is illustrated in Fig. 7b. The
errors levels are quite satisfactory. In terms of efficiency, the
WATMUS method is found to be 50 times faster than the
single time-scale method for this example.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Comparison of a evolving maximum amplitudes of electric field e0z (N ) by the WATMUS-based and single time-scale simulations for the
monopole antenna problem with time dependent material properties, and b the corresponding cycle-scale error

(a) (b)

Fig. 7 a Comparison of the fine time-scale electric field e0z (N ) at N = 5000 by the WATMUS and single time-scale simulations, and b the fine
time-scale relative error for all the three components of e

Figure 8 shows the contour plots of the z− component
of e at times t = 1.5625 × 10−7 s, t = 2.5 × 10−4 s,
t = 5.0×10−4 s and t = 7.5×10−4 s.At t = 1.5625×10−7s,
the electric current is driven on the monopole and is then
induced on the top of the disc. The electric current dis-
tribution on the disk lies in the xy-plane and is pointed
radially outward from the monopole. Because the top of the
monopole is grounded, the currents in the bottom of the disc
will be pointing radially inward, leading to a return current
along the outer wall of the coax. These current contributions
lead to the well-known dipole (doughnut) radiation pattern
that has its maximum and minimum, respectively orthog-
onal and parallel to the monopole direction [45,46] in the
absence of mechanical vibrations. This yields a symmetric
distribution of the electric potential in the monopole and the
grounded disk. Its behavior is similar to a dipole, asymmetri-
cally positioned with respect to the origin and oriented along
the x-axis [46]. The distributions of the electric potential
at subsequent time points do not follow the symmetric pat-
tern due to the large mechanical vibration which imposes

out of plane concentrations of the electric currents on the
monopole and the disk. This makes the monopole’s radiation
pattern different at the different ME cycles and necessi-
tates the need for simulating a large number of mechanical
cycles.

The evolution of the maximum and minimum values of
the electric field ez and the x-direction displacement field at
a point (0, 0, 22.3)mm in the monopole are plotted in Fig. 9
and compared with the electric field response correspond-
ing to time independent material properties. The maximum
and minimum values of the electric field tend to merge
inwards for the time dependent material case, while for the
time independent case, they advance along a constant line
after the steady state condition is achieved. The electromag-
netic field solutions exhibit three distinct time scales in their
response, corresponding to the (i) electric current angular fre-
quency, (ii) mechanical pressure angular frequency and (iii)
the material time scale. It is apparent that the electromag-
netic response remains in transient state through the entire
simulation.
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Fig. 8 Contour plots showing the solution of electric field component ez at: a t = 1.5625 × 10−7 s, b t = 2.5 × 10−4 s, c t = 5.0 × 10−4 s, d
t = 7.5 × 10−4 s

Fig. 9 Comparison of the maximum and minimum ez in 1 mechanical
cycle for constant (c) and time-dependent (h) material properties for
ωme = 2 × 103 π (rad/s) and ωem = 2 × 107 π (rad/s) with ux . The
labeled boxes correspond to 4 time instances in Fig. 8

5.1.2 WATMUS simulations for multiple mechanical cycles

The WATMUS-based simulation is subsequently continued
for 100 mechanical cycles. Contour plots of the z-direction

electric field and y-direction magnetic induction field in the
antenna at the 10−th mechanical cycle, corresponding to an
instance of peak displacement response, are shown in Fig. 10.
The arrows in the figures correspond to the direction of the
solution vectors. Figure 11a shows the evolution of the max-
imum cycle-scale value of electric field eh−max

z (N )with ME
cycles at a point (0, 0, 22.3)mm in the monopole. The cycle-
scale electric field eh−max

z (N ) starts with short harmonic
oscillations and reaches nearly the upper and lower bounds
of 4.468 × 10−6 and 1.782 × 10−6 respectively after 100
mechanical cycles. The figure in the inset shows a zoomed-
in response for 20–25 mechanical cycles. The evolution of
the electric field ez(N , τ ) along a material line in z-direction
(x = 0, y = 0) in the monopole, corresponding to the
instances of τ = 2.5 × 10−8s corresponding to peak dis-
placement amplitude at four different ME cycles are shown
in Fig. 11b.

Figure 12a shows the evolution of the maximum value
of cycle-scale magnetic induction field bh−max

y (N ) with
ME cycles at a point (0, 0, 22.3)mm in the monopole with
the zoomed-in response for 20–25 mechanical cycles. The
maximum value of cycle-scale magnetic induction field
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Contour plots showing: a electric field ez(N , τ ) and b magnetic induction field by(N , τ ) with the electric and magnetic induction field
intensity vectors respectively, in the monopole antenna at an instance of peak displacement response at Nme = 10

(a) (b)

Fig. 11 Evolution of the a cycle-scale upper bounds of electric filed ez(N ) with ME cycles, and b electric field ez(N , τ ) along a material line in
the z-direction for mechanical cycles 1, 2, 5 and 10 and τ = 2.5 × 10−8 s by WATMUS based simulations

bh−max
y (N ) changes drastically with large cyclic mechani-

cal vibrations, followed by larger amplitude oscillations at
larger ME cycles. The evolution of the magnetic induction
field by(N , τ ) along the material line in z-direction with
(x = 0, y = 0) in the monopole corresponding to peak
displacement amplitude at four different ME cycles with
τ = 5 × 10−8 s are shown in Fig. 12b. It is evident that dif-
ferent points in the conductor evolve differently with cycles.
This establishes the need for the WATMUS method.

The fine time-scale electric and magnetic induction
responses in the current configuration for N = 104 and N =
106 are shown in Fig. 13. This corresponds to the responses
in the first and 100-th mechanical cycles. Comparing the
peak electric field amplitudes for N = 104 and N = 106,
the components ex (N , τ ), ey(N , τ ) and ez(N , τ ) undergo a
7.426% increase, 571.409% increase and 84.78% decrease
respectively. The magnetic induction field components, plot-
ted in Fig. 13b, show a 84.993% decrease, 81.364% decrease

and 16.620% increase for bx (N , τ ), by(N , τ ) and bz(N , τ )

respectively.

5.1.3 Reflection profile analysis of CSRR-augmented
monopole

The performance characteristics of the CSRR-based antenna
is obtained by calculating the power reflected back in the
monopole at surface S1 due to the initial voltage applied at
surface S2 by utilizing a reflection coefficient parameter Ŝ11
defined as [47,48]:

Ŝ11 = −20 log10

(
V1
V2

)
(45)

where V1 and V2 correspond to the effective voltages on the
S1 and S2 surfaces respectively. The effective voltage on these
surfaces is obtained by reconstructing the electric potential
wavelet coefficients through the relation
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Fig. 12 Evolution of the a cycle-scale upper bounds of magnetic induction field by(N , τ ) with ME cycles and bmagnetic induction field by(N , τ )

along a material line in z-direction for mechanical cycles 1, 2, 5 and 10 and τ = 5 × 10−8 s by WATMUS based simulations

(a) (b)

Fig. 13 Comparison a electric field ei (N , τ ) and bmagnetic induction field components in the current configuration for 1st and 100th mechanical
cycles obtained from WATMUS based simulations

V (t) = V (N , τl)

= 1

∂Ω0

∑
e

∫

∂Ω0,e

Qβ(X)
[
Φβ(X, N , 0)

+
nevol∑
k=1

( τl∫

0

T̃ T
lk (τ ′)dτ ′

)
C̃βk(X, N )

]
dS0 (46)

where Qβ(X) is the element shape functions on the sur-
face Ω0. The evolution of the reflection coefficient S11 with
frequency domain are obtained by applying the Laplace
transform of the reflection coefficient parameter Ŝ11 over a
finite windowed frequency range f ∈ [250, 350]MHz.

The magnitude of the reflection coefficient from the sim-
ulated results (without coupling with mechanical fields) are
shown in Fig. 14a and are compared with the results in [41].
In these simulations, a similar geometry with R1 = 11.5 cm,
R2 = 13.5 cm, L = 2 cm, W = 2 cm, h1 = 11.5 cm,
h2 = 3mm and t = 3mm is assumed. The radius of
monopole and the coax-feed are 1mmand2mmrespectively.
The frequency resonance behavior at 300MHz is clearly seen

in Fig. 14a, where the minimum value |S11| = −27.68 dB
and the −10 dB impedance bandwidth at 300 MHz is
1.883 MHz. This is quite similar to the results in [41],
where at 300 MHz the minimum value |S11| = −27.04 dB
and the −10 dB impedance bandwidth of 2.334 MHz are
obtained. In this antenna, the fractional bandwidth, ka value
at 300 MHz and radiation efficiency are 0.78, 0.854 and
98.11% respectively. Figure 14b shows the corresponding
reflective coefficient behavior under large lateral vibrations
and time dependentmaterial properties. Themechanical field
coupling behaves as an amplifier within the frequency range
and increases the minimum value of |S11| = −34.92 dB at
300 MHz, while narrowing the −10 dB impedance band-
width to 1.803 MHz. The reflection coefficient behavior is
perturbed by the mechanical field coupling and a lower res-
onance frequency appears at 268 MHz with the minimum
value of |S11| = −2.707 dB.

The effect of large deformation vibration for time-
dependent material properties on the reflection coefficient
|S11| follows from the equation:
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(a) (b)

Fig. 14 Magnitude of the reflection coefficient |S11| for: a study neglecting the mechanical field coupling and its comparison with the results in
[41] (|Sem11 |), and b monopole antenna under large lateral vibrations and time dependent material properties (|Sem−me

11 |)

Fig. 15 Effect of the large deformation mechanical coupling on the
reflection coefficient |S11| in terms of a convoluted amplitude transfer
function within the operating frequency ranges

|Sem−me
11 | = Ame|Sem11 |
=

∫ +∞

−∞
Ŝem−me
11 (t)e− f t dt where

|Sem11 | =
∫ +∞

−∞
Ŝem11 (t)e− f t dt (47)

where Ame corresponds to the amplification amplitude of
the reflection coefficient due to the mechanical coupling.
This amplitude transfer function is illustrated in Fig. 15
with frequency. The amplitude transfer function is maximum
near the frequency resonance of Sem11 with value of 10.08 at
298.3MHz. The effect of mechanical coupling on the perfor-
mance of the monopole is nonlinear and requires a rigorous
simulation.

5.2 Microstrip patch antenna

Figure 16 illustrates a problem of several microstrip patch
antennas, placed on a conducting cylinder. This example
simulates the transient electromagnetic fields in the con-
ductor cylinder undergoing a low frequency torque with

angular frequency ωme = 50π (rad/s). It is subjected to
electrical currents with ultra-high angular frequency ωem =
5×105π (rad/s) pointing in the direction (−√

2/2,
√
2/2, 0)

towards the microstrip patches. Arrangements of 3×3, 5×3
and 7 × 3 of patches are considered in the model. Figure 16
shows the 3 × 3 arrangement of patches. The edge-to-edge
distance between two adjacent patches is s = 6.1cm, and
the array is centered at 45◦. The length and radius of the
conductor are L = 1.22m and R = 22.1cm respectively.
The dimensions of the patch are chosen as d1 = 2.88cm and
d2 = 3.05cm. The cylinder is discretized with 15,360 eight-
noded hexahedral elements. A simplified model that ignores
the effects of coupling with large deformation mechanical
vibrations and time dependent material properties, has been
considered in [49] to calculate radiation patterns using the
finite-element method [9].

The conductor is chosen to be made of aluminum with
mechanical properties λ = 46.465 GPa, μ = 26.136 GPa
and ρ = 2700 Kg/m3. The time dependent material relation
in Sect. 5.1 is adopted for the evolution of electromagnetic
properties with mechanical deformation cycles. At t = 0, the
EM material properties are: ε = 8.2344 × 10−11 F/m, μ̂ =
1.2567× 10−6 H/m and σ = 3.5461× 107 S/m. Parameters
affecting the initial conditions are considered to be αem =
1.0, βem = −2.5 and tm = 4.0s.

For the mechanical problem, the boundary and initial con-
ditions are:

– U(X, t) = 0 on 9 points on the surface S3;
– Tz(X, t) = T0 sin(ωmet) on the surface S2;
– Initial conditions are: U(X, 0) = U̇(X, 0) = 0.

The torsional amplitude is given as T0 = 8 × 106
(
1 +

3
(
1 −

(
exp( t4 )

)−2))
to accentuate the temporal effects of

the mechanical signal. For the electromagnetic problem, the
boundary and initial conditions are:
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Fig. 16 Geometric model of the patch antenna under the action of a torque applied in z- direction with injected current in the (−
√
2
2 ,

√
2
2 , 0)-

direction: a 3D view, b cross-sectional view

– Dirichlet boundary condition is applied for the magnetic
induction field on all the lateral surfaces, i.e.B(X, t) = 0
on all S1;

– Zero voltage V (X, t) = 0 is applied on the surface S2;
– Neumann boundary condition is imposed in terms of
the electrical current J(t) = J0 sin(ωemt) along
(−√

2/2,
√
2/2, 0) direction with J0 = 100A. The

wavelet transformed boundary electrical current, gov-
erned byOhm’s law, in Eq. (12a) assuming zeromagnetic
induction field on all the lateral surfaces is obtained for
cycle N + ΔN as:

∫

∂Ω0

n∑
j=1

T̃k j NI

×
[
εJ (N + ΔN )C−1

I J (N+ΔN )

(
− ∂Φ j

∂X J
− Ȧ j

J

)]
δΦdS0

=
∫

∂Ω0

n∑
j=1

NI

[
ε
T̃k j J

j
I

σ

]
δΦdS0 (48)

– Initial conditions are Φ(X, 0) = 0 and A(X, 0) =
Ȧ(X, 0) = 0 ∀X ∈ Ω0.

The variable mechanical amplitude excitation results in a
transient electromagnetic response throughout the duration
of the mechanical cycles.

5.2.1 Mesh convergence analysis for the WATMUS
simulations

A mesh convergence analysis is carried out to study the
effect of mesh density on the spatial distributions of electro-
magnetic fields for the patch antenna problem. The evolution
of the electromagnetic fields in the conductor for the 3 × 3
patch are simulated for 1200 EM cycles for 2 different mesh
densities viz., (i) a coarse mesh of 15,360 brick elements
shown in Fig 16a and (ii) a fine mesh of 130,560 brick ele-
ments. The fine mesh is the reference solution in the mesh

convergence analysis. The maximum allowable increment in
the WATMUS method is chosen as ΔNmax = 400, i.e. 400
EMcycles. A tolerance of η = 10−2 is used for predicting the
next incremental step-sizes. The number of wavelet coeffi-
cients utilized is nwav = 64. Results of themaximumelectric
field component ey at fine time point τ = 7.742 × 10−7s at
EM cycle N = 1200 for the coarse and finemeshes along the
conducting cylinder’s center line is plotted as functions of the
z− coordinate in Fig. 17a. The center line passes through the
point (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0) and is along [0, 0, 1] direction.
The results demonstrate good agreement in the distribution
of ey , even with a relatively coarse discretization. A least-
squares errormeasure is considered to compare the difference
between the fine time-scale state variables YI (X, N , τ )

obtained by the WATMUS scheme for different discretiza-
tions with the finest resolution being considered, defined as:

erβ
I (N , τ )

=

[∫ L
0

(
Y β
I (0, 0, z, N , τ ) − Y β

I (re f )(0, 0, z, N , τ )
)2

dz

]1/2

[∫ L
0

(
Y β

I (re f )(0, 0, z, N , τ )
)2

dz

]1/2

(49)

where, the subscript re f corresponds to theWATMUS results
for the mesh of 130,560 brick elements. To study the mesh
convergence in the WATMUS scheme, 5 additional mesh
densities are simulated. The coarsest mesh contains 2016
brick elements. The subsequent meshes follow from refining
the domain by a factor of approximately 2 to finally yield to
the finest mesh of 130,560 brick elements. The error defined
in equation (49) is utilized to plot the error in all the 3 com-
ponents of electric field as a function of the total number
of degrees of freedom in each cycle-scale increment of the
WATMUS scheme in Fig. 17b. Here ndof = 7× nnp where
nnp is the total number of nodal points and 7 is the sumofEM
potentials and mechanical displacement degrees of freedom
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(a) (b)

Fig. 17 a Comparison of the fine time-scale electric field ey(N = 1200, τ = 7.742 × 10−7 s) by the WATMUS method for 2 meshes and b the
least-square relative error for all the three components of e
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Fig. 18 Contour plots showing the solution of electric field component ey with electric field intensity vectors at: a t = 7.742×10−7 s, b t = 0.01 s,
c t = 0.02 s, d t = 0.03 s for the 3 × 3 patch

per node in the FE model. The error in all the 3 components
reduce drastically as ndof × nwav increases verifying the
convergence in the FE discretization of the WATMUS sim-
ulations. The coarse mesh of 15,360 brick elements yields

a comparable accuracy with finer discretizations and signif-
icantly higher computational efficiency. Therefore it is used
for subsequent WATMUS simulations of the patch antenna
for large number of ME cycles.
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Fig. 19 Evolution of cycle-scale upper bounds of a the electric filed ey(N ), and b the magnetic induction field bz(N ) obtained by the WATMUS
method for the microstrip patch antennae with various arrangements

Figure 18 shows the contour plots of the y− compo-
nent of e with electric field intensity vectors at times t =
7.742 × 10−7 s, t = 0.01 s, t = 0.02 s and t = 0.03 s for
the 3 × 3 patch. These temporal points correspond to the
four quarter points in the first ME cycle with time period
Tme = 2π

ωme
= 0.04 s. Here, the array of patches is cen-

tered at 90◦. At t = 7.742 × 10−7 s, the electric current is
driven in the conducting cylinder from the patches and is then
directed to the both end surfaces S2 and S3. Since the surface
S2 is grounded, the currents at this surface are redistributed
towards surface S3 and return to the array of patches in the
middle on the cylinder. At surface S2, the currents have a +z
and −z component above and below the x axis respectively,
i.e. the first moment of electric current is aligned about the
x axis. The distributions of the electric fields at subsequent
time points do not follow the symmetric pattern due to the
large torsional vibrations, which changes the symmetry of
the electric current distributions in the cylinder. This makes
the radiation pattern of patch antenna, transient throughout
the entire simulation and necessitates the need for simulating
a large number of mechanical cycles.

5.2.2 WATMUS simulations for multiple mechanical cycles

The evolution of the electromagnetic fields in the conductor
are simulated for 100 mechanical cycles. The evolution of
the maximum value of electric field eh−max

y (N ) and mag-
netic induction field bh−max

z (N ) with mechanical cycles
at the point (0, 0, 61)cm are plotted in Fig. 19 for the
three patch arrangements. An increase in the number of
patches leads to a larger value of electromagnetic fields
in the conductor. The maximum and minimum value of
the electric field decrease with mechanical cycles and they
nearly reach 4.606 × 10−6/3.964 × 10−6 for the 3 × 3
patch, 3.773 × 10−6/3.283 × 10−6 for the 5 × 3 patch and

2.756 × 10−6/2.451 × 10−6 for the 7 × 3 patch. The figure
in the inset shows a zoomed-in response for 35–40 mechan-
ical cycles in Fig. 19a and 95–100 mechanical cycles in
Fig. 19b. The fine time-scale electric and magnetic induc-
tion responses in the current configuration for the first and
100-th mechanical cycles, corresponding to N = 104 and
N = 106 respectively for the 7 × 3 patch arrangement,
are shown in Fig. 20. Comparing the peak electric field
amplitudes for N = 104 and N = 106, the components
ex (N , τ ), ey(N , τ ) and ez(N , τ ) undergo a 44.572, 36.793
and 34.278% decrease respectively. The magnetic induction
field components, plotted in Fig. 20b, correspondingly show
a 626.11, 68.823 and 59.759% increase respectively.

The evolution of the fine time-scale electric field ey(N , τ )

and magnetic induction field bz(N , τ ) for the antennae with
3 × 3, 5 × 3 and 7 × 3 patch arrangements, at the first and
100thmechanical cycles are illustrated in Fig. 21. It is evident
that increasing the number of the patches yields larger EM
field distributions in the conductor. Figure 22 shows the evo-
lution of electric field ey(N = 106, τ = 7.742×10−7 s) and
magnetic induction field bz(N = 106, τ = 1.778 × 10−6 s)
for the three patch arrangements along a material line in
z-direction with (x = 0, y = 0) in the conductor. The dif-
ferent fine time-scale τ values used for depiction of ey and
bz correspond to instances where the maximum electric and
magnetic induction fields occur at cycle N = 106. The elec-
tric field ey is a maximum at z = 0 and minimum on the
surface S2. In the vicinity of the patches, the electric field
undergoes an abrupt change with larger amplitude oscilla-
tions as the number of patches increase. The large rotations
in the conductor results in the magnetic induction field bz to
be in opposite directions on both sides of the patches. The
coupling with large mechanical displacement and rotations,
makes predicting the EM fields at large number of mechan-
ical cycles difficult and hence the need for WATMUS-based
simulations.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 20 Reconstruction of the fine time-scale a electric field ei (N , τ ), and b magnetic induction field bi (N , τ ) components obtained by the
WATMUS method for the microstrip patch antennae for the 7 × 3 patch in the 1st and 100th mechanical cycles

(a) (b)

Fig. 21 Fine time-scale a electric filed ey(N , τ ) and bmagnetic induction field bz(N , τ ) inmicrostrip patch antenna for various patch arrangements
in the 1st and 100th mechanical cycles

(a) (b)

Fig. 22 Evolution of the a electric filed ey(N = 106, τ = 7.742 × 10−7 s) and b magnetic induction field bz(N = 106, τ = 1.778 × 10−6 s)
along the material line in direction [0, 0, 1] in the microstrip antenna simulation for various patch arrangements

5.2.3 Reflection profile analysis of the patch antenna

The reflection coefficient parameter Ŝ11 in Eq. (45) is utilized
to calculate the power reflected in the conducting cylinder

on the surface S3, due to the electrical current on the patch
arrays. The effective voltage on these surfaces is obtained
by reconstructing the electric potential wavelet coefficients
through equation (46). The reflection coefficient parameter
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(a) (b)

Fig. 23 Magnitude of the reflection coefficient |S11| with the middle
patch alignment angle for: a study neglecting the mechanical field cou-
pling and its comparison with the results in [49] (|Sem11 |) for a 1 × 3

patch, and b various patch arrays with (|Sem−me
11 |) and without (|Sem11 |)

large torsional vibrations and time dependent material properties

Ŝ11 is calculated for a range of orientation angles between the
middle patch with respect to the center line of cylinder, and
compared with values computed by the method of moments
in [49]. The results are shown in Fig. 23a for a 1×3 patch. The
reflection coefficient S11 follows from the Laplace transform
of the reflection coefficient parameter Ŝ11 over the frequency
range f ∈ [3, 3.5]GHz. The detailed geometry information
is the same as in Fig. 16. The edge to edge distance between
two adjacent patches is 1.5 cm, and the array is centered at
22.5◦. The time-independentmaterial properties given in [49]
are: relative permittivity εr = 2.2 and relative permeability
μ̂r = 1.2 and electrical conductivity σ = 3.5461×107 S/m.
There is no coupling with the mechanical field in this exam-
ple.

The minimum value |S11| = −38.49 dB and the −10 dB
impedance sweeps 2.71 rad angle. This is quite similar to
the results in [49,50], where the minimum value |S11| =
−35.96 dB and the−10 dB impedance swiped angle 2.68 rad
are obtained. The agreement between the simulation results
and the integral formulation in [49,50] is satisfactory within
the 0–30 dB range, demonstrating the validity of the method.
The discrepancies in the 30–40 dB range is due to the electro-
magnetic fields, diffracted by the sides and also the ends of the
cylinder. These have been ignored in the formulation in [50].
Figure 23b shows the corresponding reflective coefficient
behavior under large torsional vibrations and time-dependent
material properties for the the 3 patch arrangements. The
mechanical field coupling behaves as an amplifier within
the frequency range and increases the minimum value of
|S11| = −59.10 dB at −2.757 rad, |S11| = −67.55 dB at
−3.03 rad, |S11| = −70.04 dB at −3.01 rad for the 3 × 3,
5×3 and 7×3 patch arrays respectively. It also eliminates the
symmetry pattern in the reflective coefficient behavior with
orientation angles and also narrows the −10 dB impedance
swiped angles. The reflection profile of the patch antenna is

nonlinear and changes drastically for different patch arrays
with large torsional vibrations and therefore necessitates rig-
orous simulation

6 Conclusions

This paper has developed an accurate and efficient, multi-
time scale FE model for simulating coupled transient elec-
tromagnetic (EM) and dynamic mechanical (ME) fields that
differ widely in the frequency ranges. Such a coupled mod-
eling framework is necessary for modeling multi-physics
problems that operate in different temporal regimes. This
paper addresses the simulation of antenna problems that
requires such a framework. The coupled EM andME bound-
ary value problems are solved in a staggered manner in
a Lagrangian reference configuration. The computational
model is parallelized using the ParMETIS library for decom-
posing the computational domain, and the PETSc library for
solving the system with a large number of degrees of free-
dom.

A key development in this work is the wavelet transfor-
mation induced multi-time scaling or WATMUS method.
This method is designed to overcome serious shortcomings
of modeling coupled multi-physics problems that are gov-
erned by disparate frequencies. The wavelet decomposition
in WATMUS projects the high frequency response onto a
low frequency cycle-scale problem for numerical integra-
tion. No assumption of scale separation or periodicity is
needed with this method. Stability is achieved through an
implicit coarse-scale integration of the EM equations. Adap-
tive enhancement of the WATMUS model allows for the
selection of optimal wavelet bases in the transformation and
integration step sizes. The WATMUS-based FE model is
enhanced in this paper with a scaled and preconditioned
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Newton-GMRES solver for efficient solution. Numerical
experiments demonstrate the superiority of this method over
a direct Block Jacobi solver. Results from the WATMUS-
based FE model show the accuracy and highly improved
computational efficiency in comparison with single time-
scale methods. The cycle-scale solutions, along with recon-
structed fine time-scale response obtained from the WAT-
MUS method agree very well with single time scale solu-
tion, while providing significant computational efficiency
advantage.

Two different antenna problems are simulated with the
WATMUS-based FE model. In both examples, the multi-
physics frequency ratios of EM-ME loadings are chosen to
be ωem

ωme
= 104. In the first example, a monopole antenna

problem is considered where a harmonic electrical current
is injected to the antenna. The effects of coupling with large
deformation and time dependentmaterial properties are stud-
ied. TheWATMUS-based FEmodel is necessary and capable
of efficient simulations for accurate representation of the EM
response for large number of mechanical cycles, at which the
effect of material evolution is felt. The second example is for
a microstrip patch antenna problem, where various arrange-
ments of patches are mounted on a cylindrical wire. The cou-
pling effects arising from large rotations and time-dependent
material properties are investigated on the response of
the conducting wire for a variety of patch arrangements.
Comparing the EM fields with the progression of mechan-
ical cycles demonstrate complex multi-physics relations in
these applications. The proposed WATMUS-based compu-
tational methodology is seen to have a tremendous potential
in accurately simulating real applications of multi-physics
problems.
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